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1 Introduction

1.1 Why are we interested in relativistic heavy ion collisions ?

Nowadays the QCD non-abelian gauge theory is generally accepted as the correct theory for the
interaction of quarks and gluons. Therefore it is necessary to study the phases of quark matter using
the QCD field theory. Furthermore, since the equilibrium phases and the phase transition of the
quark matter involve the quarks and gluons interacting over a large distance scale, they need to be
studied within the framework of nonperturbativc QCD. Lattice gauge theory is a nonperturbative
treatment of QCD formulated on a discrete lattice of space-time coordinates.

The QCD lattice calculation for a stable and large system of vanishing net baryon density [1]
shows the existence of a deconfined phase of the quarks and gluons, called Quark-Gluon Plasma
(QGP). The calculation consistently predicts that a deconfincment phase transition will occur at a
temperature of the order TC=15Q McV, which corresponds to an energy density of 1—3 GcV/fm3.
The calculation {01 a telativistk degenerate quark gis at zero temperature viith the help of the bag
model shows that this energy density corresponds to ~ 10 times the density of nuclear matter.

The occurrence of such a dcconfined phase can be understood by an analogy to the well-known
Dcbye screening in atomic matter. In the presence of many other electric charges the Coulomb
potential which binds an electron to an ion is modified as ej/r —> (e2/r) • expf-r/rc), where the
screening radius rj> is reversely proportional to the overall charge density of the system. The higher
the charge density the shorter becomes the range of the force between the two rhargcs. Finally
the electron is liberated from the ion binding potential. In the case of nuclear matter quarks arc
confined within a nuclcon owing to the non-abclian nature of strong interaction. However if the
quarks are embedded in sufficiently dense matter, the gluons will screen the color force between the
quarks, and eventually the interaction between the quarks will vanish and the quarks will be allowed
to move freely. We say the matter has reached a deconfined state through a phase transition.

Based on the standard model and modern cosmology it is conceivable that the early Universe
underwent this very phase transition 10~° — 10~sj after the Big Bang. Today what we can observe
is the hadrons in which the quarks are confined. However, one could imagine that there must be a
time in the very beginning of the Universe when free quarks started to form the hadrons. Therefore
it is natural to expect that matter will go back to the free quark state if the protons and neutrons
are subjected to the same high energy density that existed during the first microsecond.

The aim to study high energy heavy ion collisions in the accelerator experiments is thus to investigate
whether we could reach the physics conditions at which the QGP could be formed and how we could
observe the signals of a QGP state if it is there.

1.2 Is it possible to form a QGP state in the Lab ?

A striking measurement which might indicate the phase-transition from the normal
hadronic matter to the QGP [2] was obtained by the JACEE Collaboration. They study the aver-
age transverse momentum < pi > of the charged secondary particles in individual events with the
nuclear emulsions exposed to cosmic rays [3] . The data suggest a rapid increase of < pj. > from
0.35-0.45 GeV/c ( the typic result in the pp collider experiments) to < pj. >> IGeV/c, when the
energy density, which is estimated from the observed multiplicity density dJV/dr), exceeds a critical



value of about 2-3 GeV/fm3.

In order to reach a high energy density through nucleus-nucleus collisions we need to be able to
store up a significant amount of energy in a small space volume, which means that a big fraction of
the incoming energy should be able to be "stopped" by the target nucleus. The stopping power is
related to so called "inelasticity". It has been known for a long time in the cosmic ray experiments
that only a fraction of the incoming energy can be used to produce particles, the rest is carried away
by the "leading particle".

The interaction which is measured in the cosmic ray experiments is mainly pA collisions with an
average atomic number of about 23, and it has been found that the value of the inelasticity is about
0.5, i.e., half of the incoming energy is used to produce the secondary hadrons. As a comparison we
note that the leading particle spectrum was measured at the CERN ISR energies, y7=23-60 GeV,
and the average inelasticity was also determined to be 0.5 [4], The heavier the target is, the more
the incoming energy is stopped, and therefore the inelasticity will increase with the mass of the
target nucleus. On the other hand from the point of view of the QCD parton model, the inelasticity
is expected to increase slightly with the collision energy because an increasing partonic cascade will
lead to more transverse excitation.

By studying the rapidity distribution of protons after high energy nucleus-nucleus collisions we may
investigate the transparency of the target nucleus to the projectile protons. A large transparency
corresponds to a small inelasticity. In ACS central Au+Au collisions at 10.6 AGeV/c many protons
are found around midrapidity which indicates that a considerable fraction of the incoming energy
is stopped by the target [5]. When the energy increases to 200 AGeV/c the experimental data from
NA35 Collaboration [6] for the rapidity distribution of protons in central S+S collisions tell us that
a certain amount of baryon stopping still occurs in the collisions. Recent data from the 160AGeV/c
Pb+Pb collisions [7] exhibit a larger stopping power (which is usually characterized by the rapidity
shifting A -— |t/mai — yp\ with yp being the rapidity of the peak on the right hand side in the rapidity
distribution of protons).

As no direct observation exists of the initial energy released, or of the initial size of the reaction
volume the crucial quantity, the energy density, achieved in the heavy-ion reactions has to be
estimated by the distributions of the final state hadrons. One formula is obtained from the Björken
model [8] in which the energy density is estimated to be

with the formation time r conventionally being 1 fm/c in the calculation.

The energy density dependence on the cms energy of the collisions can be estimated by Eq.(l) [9],
which shows that the present CERN heavy-ion experiments at about 200AGeV/c beam energy lie
in the "boundary area" (due to the uncertainty of the estimation). Therefore the answer to the
question, "has the critical energy density for the formation of the QGP state been reached?", is still
not unambiguous. However, based on calculations of the critical energy density it is expected to be
reached in the RHIC and LHC heavy-ion experiments.

Some works [10] [11] [12] based on perturbative QCD calculations of parton cascades have recently
been performed in order to investigate how the colliding system consisting of quarks and gluons
evolves right after the ultra-relativistic heavy-ion collisions at the RHIC and LHC energies. The
studies reveal that the energy density is rather high at a very early stage of the average collision
(more than 70% of total energy density is gluonic energy). Moreover, it shows that gluon scattering,
39 ~* ffffi 'I9 vcrY active due to the large cross section of the gluon elastic scattering, and the same



process leads to a rapid kinetic equilibrium of momenta in about 0.3 fm/c.

1.3 How do we know if a QGP state is formed?

Many signals have been proposed as signals of the QGP state and some proposed signals are really
observed in the experiments of relativistic heavy ion reactions [13]. Three examples of the QGP
signals are listed below.

• J/ijj suppression

Matsui and Satz [14] predicted that the J/ip production should be suppressed in the presence of a
QGP, the reason being the Debye screening of the cc binding potential by the freely-moving color
charges in the QGP. The prediction was quickly verified in NA38 Collaboration using lepton-pair
(/i+/j~) spectroscopy [15]. D. Kharzeev and H. Satz recently elaborated the work providing a
dynamical basis of the J/tji suppression by the Debye color screening [16]. They argue, based on
perturbatwe QCD calculation, that a slow J/iji er T can not be absorbed (i.e. broken up into a DD
or BB) in hadronic matter with the volume and density which can be obtained in nuclear collisions.
The essential point is here that absorption requires interactions with sufficiently hard gluons, and
the gluon distribution within hadrons does not provide these for matter at meaningful temperatures.
On the other hand, the quarkonia can be broken in deconfined matter, which is expected to contain
much harder gluons.

• Strangeness enhancement

Strangeness as a possible signature of the QGP state was put forward almost 15 years ago [17].
Suppose that we have a quark soup at zero temperature which is made primarily of u and d quarks,
because nucleons are made of u and d quarks. For this soup the Fermi energy is nearly equal to
the Fermi momentum, because the masses of the u and d quarks are almost zero. However, the
Fermi energy increases with matter density. At the critical energy density for the formation of the
QGP state the matter density is about 10 times the density of nuclear matter. We obtain the Fermi
energy Ep ~ 450 MeV which is larger than the expected mass of a si pair ( 2m,c2 ~ 300 McV).
Therefore, the ss will occur at almost the same rate as uu or dd in the quark soup with high matter
density— strangeness enhancement.

Another way to see why the strangeness would be enhanced in the QGP state compared with the
case of a hadron gas is to realize that in the hadron gas the strange particles are produced through
associated production during the collision of two, typically non-strange hadrons. The threshold
energy is determined by the mass of the strange hadron pair. The reaction with the lowest threshold
is p+n —• A° + K+ + n and requires 671 MeV. On the other hand, as we have discussed, in a QGP
the threshold for the strangeness production is only around 300 MeV. Therefore the strangeness
production in the QGP is favoured over that in the hadron gas.

The strangeness enhancement has been investigated by many experimental groups
(for a summary, see [13]) and it is at present one of the hot topics in relativistic heavy ion col-
lisions. The signal as a possible signature of the QGP state is still being debated since many
conventional mechanisms, like the rescattering and string-string interaction (color rope) also cause
the strangeness enhancement. More detailed theoretical study of the strangeness enhancement can
be found in [18].

« Photon production



The photons decouple directly after their production and do not, in contrast with strong interaction
probes, suffer from »interactions during the expansion and hadronization of the plasma. There are
three major processes for photon production in telativistic heavy ion collisions: (1) hadronic decay,
(2) hard parton scattering and (3) black body radiation of the QGP.

The electromagnetic decay of the produced hadrons such as TT° —» 77,17 —» 77, etc. is the abundant
sources of the photon production, but these sources are only a background which tends to obscure
the signal of interest, namely the thermal photons from the black body radiation of the QGP.

The photons from the hard parton scattering arc high-pi photons and the rate can be calculated
by perturbative QCD. The leading-order processes responsible are the quark-quark annihilation
qq —» 75 and quark-gluon Compton scattering qg —* 7$. These hard direct photons reflect the
substructure of the hadrons.

The low-pi thermal photon emission is not well understood either theoretically or experimentally.
However, the thermal photons are expected to be an important signature of the QGP because the
measurement of the thermal photons is probably the only possibility of having direct access to the
transient dense and high temperature phase of a heavy ion collision [19] [20] [21]. The emission rates
of the thermal photons are calculated in a similar way as the high-pj. direct photon production.
The major difference is that the structure functions of nucleons have to be replaced by thermal
distribution.

The question here is how the thermal photons, which bear the information of the hot, dense phase,
could be disentangled against the background from the hadronic decay on one hand and the hard
direct photons on the other. The calculations at the LHC energies by Ruuskancn [22] suggested
that at high-enough multiplicities, i.e. dJV^/dya 4000, and a transverse momentum window of 2—3
GcV/c, the number of the thermal photons even exceeds the photons from the hadron decay.

1.4 Background against which we look for the QGP

In high energy heavy-ion collisions the colliding system gets highly excited and will go through
many complicated QCD processes until the system fragments into the hadrons which we observe
in experiments. It is not an easy task to disentangle the QGP signals from such a complicated
system so that we know whether the phase-transition from the normal hadronic matter to the QGP
has occurred in the collisions. What makes it even worse is the situation that many QGP signals,
though seen in experiments, can also be explained by the non-QGP models. This fact necessitates
the study of how the colliding system evolves from its early stage to the freeze-out (the stage when
no more interaction is involved in the system) in order that we understand how the physics processes
in the the evolution of the system affect what we actually see in the experiments.

Therefore it is almost equally important to investigate the non-QGP aspects of the high energy
nucleus-nucleus collisions, namely, to develop "conventional" models for possible and consistent
dynamics, including different non-QGP collective effects. Such models should be used in order to
provide possible background for the signals of the QGP formation. The experiments in relativistic
pA and AA collisions have already revealed that the high energy heavy-ion collisions have some
features which could not be understood in a framework where the pA and AA collisions correspond
to the simple superpositions of independent nucleon-nucleon collisions. Those features clearly show
that collective effects arc active in the collisions. The question here is whether the new features in
the relativistic heavy-ion collisions could be explained by conventional physics.



1.5 The models of relativistic heavy ion collisions

The models used in describing relativistic heavy ion reactions can be roughly divided into three
groups (1) macroscopic models, (2) microscopic transport models and (3) QCD-based string models.

• Macroscopic models

There are several assumptions in the approach: (i) the initial conditions, (ii) the equation of state,
(iii) the hadronization of the final stage of the reaction. For more discussion of the models, see [23].

• Microscopic transport models

A transport theory describes how the colliding system evolves in full phase space from its early
stage to the freeze-out. In the models of the transport theory, in the first stage of a reaction target
and projectile nucleus inter-penetrate each other. If the nucleons pass each other within a certain
distance determined by the nucleon-nucleon cross section, longitudinal momentum is changed from
one nuclcon to the other. A nucleon gets excited into a resonance or — above some threshold— into
a string. The resonance or string will decay into the final state hadrons afterwards. The important
inputs of the models are the experimental cross sections and decay ratios of the resonances.

The two representative models of the group are RQMD [24] and ARC [25]. RQMD is based on the
propagation of alt hadrons on classical trajectories. It includes potential interaction and Lorentz
invariant Hamiltonian constraint dynamics is used in the model. Besides the binary stochastic
processes and decay the model also includes the medium effects like the interacting strings (color
ropes), the rescattering and so on [26].

• QCD-based string models

In the models of this group the nucleus-nucleus collisions are viewed approximately as a sum of the
binary subcollisions between the participant nucleons. The subcollisions in turn can be pictured
as the scatterings of the partons inside the two colliding nucleons through which the strings are
formed. Some of the string models are FRITIOF [27] [28] , HIJING [29], VENUS [30], QGSM [31]
and MCFM [32].

The detailed mechanism of the string formation is different in the various models. VENUS, QGSM
and MCFM form strings via color exchange, while FRITIOF and HUING create them via momen/um
exchange (longitudinal excitation). In the case of the color exchange, a target parton is linked to
a projectile diquark and vice versa. No momentum exchange occurs in the collision, just a color
exchange has formed two new strings which have acquired large (longitudinal) masses because of
the large momentum difference of the newly combined partons. In the case of the longitudinal
excitations the strings are stretched between the original partons of the projectile or target nucleon.
The required excitation of the strings comes from a longitudinal momentum transfer between the



hadrons.

The formed strings will fragment into hadrons. The differences of the fragmention treatments in
those models arc mainly of a technical nature, e.g. how to determine the location of the breakpoints
on the string. VENUS employs the Artru— Mennessier formalism [33] for string fragmentation;
FRITIOF and HIJ1NG use the LUND formalism [34]; QGSM and MCFM use the Field-Feynman
model [35] for fragmentation.

Rescattering effects have been included in QGSM, MCFM and the early version of VENUS, but not
in HIJING. The rescattering has also been implemented into FRITIOF recently [49].

It is worthwhile to say a few words about some recent works of the high energy nucleus-nucleus
models. K. Geiger in his Parton Cascade Model (PCM) [11] simulated the evolution of the colliding
system through partonic cascades based on perturbative QCD calculations and transport theory.
This is a valuable effort to investigate high energy heavy ion reactions on the basis of the well-
accepted QCD processes. Similarly, based on pcrturbative QCD calculations as well us the equations
of statistical mechanics, L. Xiong [10] and X. N. Wang [11] have discussed in their works the
possibility of the equilibration of momenta and chemical potentials shortly after the start of a
relativistic heavy ion reaction and also the formation of a thermalizcd state at the RHIC and LHC
energies. They also calculated the initial energy densities, temperature and chemical potentials and
their dependences on the proper time.

The collective effects have also been regarded important in high energy nucleus-nucleus collisions,
which is the theme of my thesis.

1.6 The road which might lead to the QGP

QCD as a theory of the strong interaction has been well supported by the high energy e+e~, pp and
pp collision experiments. However, with the advent of ultra-relativistic heavy-ion collisions in the
laboratory, at Brookhaven and CERN in 1986, we are faced with a strongly interacting, extended
system with high energy density and baryon density. In other words we are investigating the strong
interaction on a new natural scale and have an opportunity to study QCD in its collective form.
The situation is rather like the case for the electromagnetic forces which govern the properties of
condensed-matter. As we have already seen the electrons in a charge insulator will be liberated from
the ion binding potential due to the Debye screening if the charge density is high enough and the
insulator turns to a charge conductor. In the same way when the phase-transition from a normal
hadronic state to a QGP occurs in the nuclear matter of high energy density the nuclear matter
turns from a color insulator to a color conductor.

The question whether the QGP would be formed at high energy density is strongly related to the
structure of the QCD vacuum. However, even today, we know little about the nature of the QCD
vacuum. The color confinement of the strong interaction is introduced as one of the remarkable
features of the QCD vacuum in order to explain why the colored strongly interacting particles,
quarks and gluons, arc not observed individually and we only sec the colorless hadrons. The detailed
dynamical nature of this color confinement remains unsolved however. In analogy to the Meissner
effect that a magnetic field is expelled from a superconductor it is suggestive to assume that the
QCD vacuum behaves like a superconductor. A charge superconductor has two ways of breaking
into a normal conductor when the external magnetic field increases, depending on whether the
superconductor is of type I or II.



In an "ordinary "superconductor, there are two material constants with the dimension of length.
One of them, A, is the size of the (exponential) fall-off of a magnetic field in the supercoducting
state and the other, (, the size of the Cooper pairs. In case £ > A (type I), the boundary regions
of the superconducting state are minimized during the approach to the transition between the
superconducting and the normal states. This leads to the breakup over bulk regions, which in QCD
language would correspond to "bags" or extended "flux tubes" with color field confined inside.

In the opposite extreme £ <K A (type II), there will instead be a tendency to maximize the boundary
regions and a magnetic field is compressed into a vortex line, which in QCD would correspond to
a stringlike behaviour. We note in particular that a moving vortex line must have dynamics very
similar to the masslcss relativistic string. Such vortex lines will interact, repulsively in case they are
stretched with the same flux direction and in principle attractively in the opposite case. The vortex
lines will melt into a state of the same character with all the magnetic fiux penetrating through the
whole superconductor if the external magnetic field exceeds a critical value, which is similar to the
break-down of a superconductor type I.

If the QCD vacuum has properties similar to thos; of a type II superconductor with the energy
density as the ordet parameter, we could imagine that the Meissner effect works in the QCD vacuum
for a low energy density state. Then the QCD vacuum will allow the occurence of the string-like color
force fields inside an intermediate energy density region corresponding to the massless relativistic
strings in Lund Model. Finally the color force fields might "melt" into extended "flux tubes" by
distributing the field energy to all possible degrees of freedom of the QCD vacuum if the energy
density exceeds a critical value, which is the usual intuitive picture of the QGP.

Two questions arise from the argument above: (1) does it really exist an intermediate state con-
taining the interacting strings which will exhibit some collective effects in relativistic heavy ion
collisions? (2) if the intermediate state exists how does it affect our effort of reaching the point
where we expect the formation of a QGP state ?

2 The Lund String Model and Its Application to High En-
ergy Nucleus-Nucleus Collisions

It is known from the e+e~-annihtlation reactions at LEP that Derinrbative QCD really provides a
"string-like" scenario, which also explains the present data very well. Thus bremsstrahlung emission,
in accordance with the strong angulai ordering conditions of perturbative QCD, tends to produce
states containing many partons connected by fields of a stringlike character. The preliminary results
from HERA (and the earlier low energy DIS experiments) also support such a string-like structure
for the QCD force fields. The Lund String Model has been implemented into different Monte-Carlo
generators, JETSET for e+e~ physics [36], ARIADNE for bremsstrahlung gluon radiation [37] and
so on.

As we have mentioned before FRITIOF is a string model, which started from the modeling of
inelastic hadron-hadron collisions and it has been successful in describing many experimental data
from the low energies at the ISR-regime all the way to the top SPS energies, [27] [28]. This has
been achieved by the introduction of a particular longitudinal momentum transfer scenario, gluon
bremsstrahlung radiation (The Dipole Cascade Model, DCM [38], and the Soft Radiation Model,
SRM [39], — this is implemented by the use of ARIADNE, [37]) as well as hard parton scattering
(Rutherford Parton Scattering, RPS — this is implemented by the PYTHIA routines, [40]). In
FRITIOF, during the collision two hadrons are excited due to longitudinal momentum transfers



and/or a RPS. The highly excited states will emit bremsstrahlung gluons according to the SRM.
They arc afterwards treated as excitations or the Lund Strings and the string states are allowed to
decay into final state hadrons according to the Lund prescription as implemented by JETSET, [36]

I will here summarize the main points of the model.

• Rutherford parton scattering

In the FRITIOF model a hadron is assumed to behave like a massless relativistic string (MRS)
corresponding to a confined color force field of a vortex line character embedded in a type II color
superconducting vacuum. A hadron-hadron collision is pictured as the multi-scatterings of the
partons inside the two colliding hadrons. This includes both the hard and the soft components
depending on the four-momentum transfers Q2, or equivalently the transverse momentum transfers
involved. The soft part is described by a simple phenomenological model. The hard scatterings can
however be calculated from perturbative QCD, and correspond to the Rutherford parton-parton
scattering (RPS). The differential cross section for the elastic Rutherford parton-parton scattering
is given by perturbative QCD

where 5, t and u are the usual Mandelstam variables describing the kinematics of the parton process,
and a is the total centre-of-mass energy squared of the hadron-hadron system. The gj" and gT are
the light-cone momentum components of the two outgoing partons. The partons are taken to be
massless and on jhell.

The cross section of eq. (2) diverges for small qr values. The divergence problem is handled by
introducing the Sudakov factor, such that the distribution form for the hardest RPS is given by

f r^i* \
Prob(qT) = p(qT) exp I - / dq'Tp(q'T) I , (3)

where p(gr) = (d&/dqT)/&nd(s) with o~nrf(s) being the hadron-hadron non-diffractive inelastic cross
section. The Sudakov factor in the exponential function can be interpreted as the probability
of having no RPS harder than gr- Such an approach can be found in ref. [41] which has been
implemented in the PYTHIA program [40]. FRITIOF uses PYTHIA to generate the Rutherford
parton-parton scattering. Since the event structure is dominated by the hardest momentum transfer,
FRITIOF includes only the hardest RPS generated according to cq. (3).

• Longitudinal momentum transfers of hadron— hadron collisions

During the collision between two hadrons it is assumed that there are many momentum transfers
and most of these are expected to be rather small and uncorrclated. It is further assumed that there
is no net color exchange between the hadrons. The result of the many momentum transfers, gj, is,
based upon the properties of the classical motion of the MRS, assumed to be essentially additive,
i.e. the string reacts as if it had been worked upon by a single (large) momentum transfer Q = 52 9y
in one of its endpoints. In case one of the gy's have a large transverse momentum component, it will
correspond to the Rutherford parton-parton scattering and the probability is treated as mentioned

10



above. Two incoming hadrons of masses mi and m? with light-cone momenta

2 ^2
PJ := (p+i ~~o~i QT)J PS = ("o"'^-'^^1) (^)

will emerge out of the interactions as two excited string states with new momenta

The two variables P!_ and P{ are related to the total momentum transfer and are assumed to follow
the distribution

The transverse momentum transfer QT is in the absence of the RPS taken as a Gaussian distribution.

In order to see the difference between a RPS event and a purely soft event, it is useful to write the
momentum of the final state excited hadron state as a sum of two terms

P' =P..,t +q, (7)

where 9 is the momentum of the hard scattered parton, and Plojt is the momentum of the rem-
nant. In this paper q will be referred as the "hard momentum" and Ptojt will be termed the "soft
momentum" . In terms of P, Oj t , the distribution in eq. (G) can be rewritten as

.„ dp-lu .»»+,..,
dp K - ( )

This means that the RPS introduces a bias in the soft momentum distribution. Collisions having
very hard scattering would in general also have larger than usual components of Pf „/(. This featu. e
in FRITIOF results in, for example, higher than average multiplicity and transverse energy flows in
events containing'the RPS.

• color dipolc radiation

There will be color separation in the model, i.e. there will for each hadron be a color 3 (a "diquark")
continuing forward along the beam direction and a valence quark, a color 3, moving in the opposite
direction due to the longitudinal momentum transfer. This will lead to bremsstrahlung of a dipole
character. In an e+e~-annihilation event there is also a dipole formed between the originally pro-
duced q (color 3) and q (color 3). The bremsstrahlung gluons are emitted according to the formula,
[42]

*r = ̂ ?Hv, (9)
7T Kj_

where ix and y are the transverse momentum and rapidity of the emitted gluon, C is a color factor
(C = 4/3 for a (gg)-dipole) and a, the strong coupling constant. Energy momentum conservation
provides the constraint

*lCOsh(!/)<y (10)

with M the invariant mass of the emitting dipolc. This relation is conveniently approximated by

*j.<e- |vlM, (11)



which means that the kmematically allowed phase space for the bremsstrahlung gluons corresponds
to the interior of a triangular region in the y — ln(fc*) pfane.

But contrary to an e+e~~annihilation reaction the energy momentum in a hadronic reaction is
not localised in a pointlike color charge but spread over some extended region. The dynamics of
FRITIOF will produce (at least) two transversely extended fronts from each hadron containing
the energy momentum as well as the color 3 q- and the 3 "diquark" charge. Any bremsstrahlung
emission from an extended source will necessarily be influenced by this extension ("the form factor").
In the SRM it is advocated that in case the extension of the emitter is / and the wave length of
the radiation is A then only the part (A/J)d of the energy momentum in the front (assuming that
the front has d dimensions) is involved. From comparison to DIS data it has been found (note that
in this case there is one presumably pointlike "kicked-out" quark and one extended "remainder"
front) that d 2; 1 (i.e. the "spectator" front behaves as in a "string-like" scenario) and l ~ l//*o
with ^o — 0-6 GeV in case we use A 2: l/fcj_ for the gluonic radiation. Therefore the available
phase space represented by Eq.(ll) in the rest frame of the string for the gluon emission is further
restricted into the region

*i <e- | l fI£-Af, (12)
~x

In the DCM (including the softening according to the SRM) the gluon emissions will occur so that
the original dipole is divided into two new dipoles —» three dipoles —» four dipolcs cU. Every time
a. new gluon is emitted and a dipole is divided.

Such emission of the multiple gluons is actually a parton branching process. In the leading logarith-
mic approximation the radiated partons form a natural sequence in k±, Q- 3> ij, S> k^2 • • • 3- fc* „
and therefore no interference is possible, since each parton is in its own kinematical domain. With
the k± ordering of the emitted gluons the dipolcs emit gluons independently.

If the string has been acted upon by only many low Py momentum transfers (soft collision), the
string as a whole should behave as a coherent emitter, and so we expect p. = /JQ. However, the
presence of the RPS will break down the coherence along the string and the parameter p is not
necessarily equal to the (Jo, but we have found that in case we have two fronts (as in FRITIOF)
then a good description of high energy hadron-hadron data is provided by I —»1/2, i.e. /j —» 2//o-

• "Drowning" of RPS gluon

In the picture of the QCD parton model eq. (2) is applicable only to the momentum transfer which
is harder then the associated bremsstrahlung gluons. A procedure therefore is adopted in FRITIOF
that compares the "hardness" of the Rutherford partons generated from eq. (3) to that of the
bremsstrahlung gluons. The RPS is accepted only if it is harder than the associated radiation. If
the RPS is "drowned", which is to say that it is softer than the radiation, then the RPS is not
acceptable and the collision proceeds as a purely soft collision. With this prescription the RPS
spectrum is suppressed smoothly at small to medium gy.

• Fragmentation of a string

When the transverse momentum of the emitted gluons from a string reaches a given cut it j.Cut ( *lrai
is about 1 GeV/c in ARIADNE) the brcmsstrahlung gluon emission stops and the string now has a
quark on one end, an antiquark (or diquark) on the other end and possibly some gluons in between.
Then the string fragments into hadrons, and is then treated by the Lund String Fragmentation
Model [34].

• Nucleus-nucleus collisions
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For the hadron-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus collisions, the process has in the FRITIOF model been
treated as a set of incoherent collisions on the nucleons. Thus a nuclcon from fhe projectile interacts
independently with the encountered target nucleons as it passes through the nucleus. The probability
distribution for the number of inelastic collisions v is taken from geometric calculations. Each of
the sub-collisions is treated in the same way as an ordinary hadron-hadron collision, although
the momentum transfers will again be additive and every encounter will make the projectile more
excited. If it interacts with v nucleons in the target, v + I excited string states will be formed as
a result. These string states will then independently emit associated bremsstrahlung radiation and
then fragment into hadrons in the same way as individual strings. This picture is supported by
the fact that the global features of heavy ion collisions are satisfactorily explained by the collision
geometry together with the independent hadron-hadron collisions.

Possible Collective Effects in Relativistic Heavy Ion Col-
lisions

As we have discussed above in the FRITIOF model for nucleus-nucleus collisions a string formed
will emit gluons and fragment into final state hadrons in the same way as a string formed in a
single nucleon-nucleon collision. However, if the string corresponds to a confined color force field of
a vortex line character embedded in a type II color superconducting vacuum it is conceivable that
some collective effects will occur due to the interaction of the vortex lines when many strings are
formed in i small phase space as is the case in relativlstic heavy ion collisions. It is also known that
the models based on independent superpositions of nucleon-nucleon collisions fail to describe some
of the experimental data from relativistic heavy ion collisions, like the high Pt enhancement, the low
Pt enhancement, strangeness production and so on, which reveals that the nucleus-nucleus collisions
have some new features different from the single nucleon-nucleon collision. The question here is:
can these new features be explained by some collective effects based on "conventional physics" or
are they proof of the formation of a QGP ?

Based on the argument that the QCD vacuum may be a type II superconductor (cf 1.6) we will in
this thesis assume that there might exist intermediate states on the way from the kadronic matter
phase to the QGP phase corresponding to an increasing energy density in the relativistic heavy ion
collisions, in particular to a state of interacting vortex lines in the type II superconductor. First
of all, we want to investigate whether the new features in rclativistic heavy ion collisions can be
understood by the collective effects in the intermediate state. Secondly, it is also important to
study the properties of the intermediate state m order to understand the possible transition from
the hadronic matter to the QGP state and to interpret the signals of the phase transition.

In this thesis we investigate a few collective effects in the framework of the FRITIOF string model
in which the processes of the pA or the AA collisions could roughly be divided into two stages, the
parton cascade and hadronisation. For the first stage a model called Firecracker Model (FCM) has
been proposed [43] [44]. In this model gluons can be emitted collectively from the color field of
the multi-string system formed during the collisions . The possibility that two gluons may form a
singlet called a "smokering" due to a strong reinteraction between the emitted gluons is also studied
[45]. At the hadronisation stage the fragmentation of a bunch of interacting-strings (Color Rope)
has been studied [46] [47] based on the fragmentation scheme of a single string in the Lund Model,
in which there is besides the "individual" string energy density(the string tension at rest K ~ 1
GeV/fm), also some interaction energy in the overlapping region of the strings. Furthermore we
also studied the rescattering of the final state hadrons which is just a natural generalization of the
Lund String Fragmentation Model in nuclear matter [48]. Part of the investigation now has been
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implemented into a new Monte Carlo generator called LUCIAE [49].

In the following subsections I am going to summarize the physics in the models of the collective
effects and the predictions of the models.

3.1 The Firecracker Model

When a gluon is emitted from a color dipole string with a mass M and transverse size of an order
of l/^ in the cms of the string the transverse momentum k± and rapidity y of the emitted gluon
are restricted inside the region described by eq. (16).

In high energy nuclear collisions there will in the FRITIOF Model be many strings stretched out
and in case they work like the vortex lines there may be some interaction between the strings. We
note that the factor fiM in eq. (16) effectively corresponds to an energy density over the region
1/p. Consequently the SRM requirement in eq. (16) means for an isolated string that the largest
transverse momentum gluon fulfills k±mat < <JV-M.

In the Firecracker Model (FCM) it is assumed that in the very early stage of the collision when
several (n) excited strings (energy momenta P±j) are close by it may be possible for them to emit
gluons ujinj their common total energy density nt\fta =

In order to estimate the effect we may for simplicity assume that the strings are at rest relative
to each other with the same masses Wj 3 W. This means that each string may be able to take
energy from the common pool nW. Thus ope may in principle be able to emit n gluons, each with
a transverse momentum limited by -fnfWl

The idea behind the model is that many excited strings will form a " cluster ", as it is called in
the model, then instead of the individual string which is the degree of freedom in FRITIOF we now
have the cluster as a basic object in the FCM and the collective effects from the interacting strings
in the cluster have to be taken into account, e.g. gluons will be emitted collectively from the cluster.

When it comes to heavy ion collision predictions the FCM will correspond to an essential enhance-
ment of (mini)jets in the center of phase space, which contributes to high PI enhancement. Actually
the FCM gluons are dominant in the high Pt region of phase space and the effect completely drowns
both the Rutherford scattering and the "ordinary" bremsstrahlung and it is then easy to disentangle
the Firecracker Model effects in any experiment with effective transverse momentum detectors.

In the model we also discuss a possibility that the hard FCM gluons would rapidly leave the inter-
action region, thereby dispersing the energy density obtained in the initial encounter of rclativistic
heavy ion collisions. If so, then the energy density which would trigger the phase transition from the
hadronic matter to the QGP state will be suppressed. The situation would make it more difficult
to reach the second phase transition, i.e. to "melt" the vacuum into a plasma state if the QCD
vacuum is a color superconducting vacuum of type II.

3.2 The Smokering Model

There is also a possible stage in between the (very early) pcrturbative stage when the
bremsstrahlung gluons (and the firecrackers) are formed and the (much later) fragmentation stage.
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During this time there will in a central collision be a large density of gluonic radiation and it is then
conceivable that the gluons will interact via Rutherford scatterings etc. It is well-known that two
color octet (8) gluons will in a Rutherford scattering exchange a third (virtual) 8. But as it is used
in connection with the so-called "bubble vacuum" model of QCD, [50], there is an essentially larger
cross section for the interaction in case the two original gluons together form a joint color singlet
(1) or a color 8 state than if they form a color 27 (there is no interaction in the case of the possible
color states 10 and 10). We note that there should in a dense surrounding be many interactions
between the gluons and this might then essentially increase the rate of the multi-gluon singlets.

To be more clear, the interaction cross section of the two scattering gluons depends strongly upon
the joint color state of the gluons. The state of two octets can in SU(3) be decomposed as

8®8 = le8 s®8xs9 10910927 (13)

There is no interaction in the decuplct states, a small one in the 27 while the 1 and the 8 interactions
are strong. Thus there is a strong reinteraction between two gluons if they form cither a singlet (in
string language a closed string dragged out by the two excitations) or an octet. It is easy to find
a soft gluon so that in half of the octet situations one may form a singlet of onia character (again
a closed string) from the two "real" gluons and the soft one. The probabilities for the two gluons
to interact in a color 1, $s,&AS and 27 states are 1/8, 1/4, 1/4 and 3/8, respectively (taking into
account the multiplicity of the states). The probability that the two gluons will pass by each other
without interaction (i.e. to be in 10 and 10 states) is about 1/3.

Again in the smokering model the interaction is assumed to occur only between the gluons from
the strings inside the same cluster. By calculation it is found that a large fraction of the produced
gluons (about 10—35% of all gluons) will be "neutralised" through the (re)interaction.

A formed smokcring singlet is allowed to decay as a closed string by subroutines in JETSET. It is
found that the formation of the smokering singlets tends to enhance the multiplicity and transverse
energy of the final state hadrons at mid-rapidity region, which implies that the energy density we
estimate in the final state (hadronic phase) by the Björken formula [8] might not necessarily reflect
the energy density reached in the partonic state right after the collisions since a fraction of the
energy density at the early stage of relativistic heavy ion collisions is carried by the smokering
singlets in a hadronic form.

3.3 The fragmentation of a color rope

From the most fundamental requirement of causality, kinematics and internal consistency, a unique
probability distribution is derived for a string to fragment into n mesons with four-momenta p; ,
j = l,...,nand masses mj [51],

dP(Pl> ...<Pn) =! [J Ndp,6(fi - m})6 £>,• - PM exp(-W) (14)
j=i \j=i /

It contains a phase space factor multiplying the negative exponential of the area A = Ai+At+...+An

in energy-momentum space, inside which the string is connected. We note that an area of energy-
momentum space in this single string case can be obtained by simply multiplying factor K? (K is the
force of an individual string) to a correspondent area in space-time. Eq.(14) describes the probability
distribution of all mesons from the string fragmentation (exclusive distribution). We can also derive
the probability distribution (inclusive distribution) for anyone of the mesons by integrating over all
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remaining possibilities. Having done this, we obtain a so called "fragmentation function":

Here, z is the fraction of the Hghtcone energy-momentum carried out by the meson, and a is a
parameter.

For the fragmentation of a color rope we take the case of three strings as an example. We notice that
in this case the color field from which mesons are produced has been divided into three divisions and
each division has its own field in tensity (force). We see from Eq.(l4) that the probability distribution
consists of three parts: the first part is a phase space factor coming from the mass-shell condition;
the second part is due to the requirement of the four-momentum conservation; and the last part, an
exponential area suppression law, describes "what is used up of possibilities" with the parameter 6
to be its weight. Apparently the probability distribution in the interacting string case (color rope)
should still contain these three parts with the only difference coming from the fact that there are
"localized" fields in the space-time of the particle production when the interaction of the strings is
introduced. The probability distribution is thus assumed as [46]

dP(pi, ...,Pn) =: H NdP}6(Pi ~ mi16 £PJ - P>°' «P(-M,/ - M,// - M,m) (16)

with three parameters &i(= A), &2i&3 for each of the energy-momentum space areas of the three
different fields which are related to the space-time area by

A,, = K2(

A,,, = Kl(

Am = Kl(Fu,i + *J,m + - + fl,,/,,). (17)

Here K,? and £3 are the forces of the two— string region and three— string region, respectively and
FI.JI FIJI and FI.III correspond to the space-time area in different field regions used up to produce
the first meson.

Following the same derivation for the inclusive distribution in [46], we could also obtain the inclusive
distributions of the color rope fragmentation in the three— string case, see [47].

One interesting result from the fragmentation of a color rope is that some of the produced hadrons
tend to acquire large longitudinal momenta, so called "slingshot effecf ( we assume K2 > «), which
results in a decrease of the rapidity plateau at mid-rapidity.

As is well known, a 79 pair in the Lund Model obtains its transverse momentum by the tunneling
mechanism with probability

exp(-^m2/Kcyy)exp(-TP,V«t//). (18)

Here Kef] is the coupling constant of the field region from which the qq is tunneled out with quark
(antiquark) mass m and transverse momentum Pt(—Pt). Eq.(18) shows that the possibility of the
heavier quark (like så) production would be enhanced in the field region with large KCJJ. Assuming
the average transverse momentum and strangeness suppression for the single string fragmentation
are CTI and jjj, respectively, then the same quantities in, say, the two-field region are

<r2 = o-i(K2/K)'/2 (19)

to = Mi7*2. (20)

Therefore, the fragmentation of the color rope will enhance both high Pt and strangeness production.
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3.4 Rcscattering of the final state hadrons

In the FRITIOF Model a crucial assumption is made that in relativistic pA and AA collisions the
typical formation time of the final state hadrons is larger than the time during which the incoming
nucleon travels through the target nucleus, which means the fragmentation only occurs outside
the target nucleus. The assumption is not reasonable any more when the mass of the target is
large. Moreover the reinteraction among the produced hadrons is not included in FRITIOF, but
the processes are also expected important when a lot of hadrons are produced in a small space-
time volume in high energy heavy ion collisions. For describing the rescattering of the final state
hadrons, it is important to know the formation time distribution of the hadrons produced through
the fragmentation.

In the Lund String Fragmentation Model the probability distribution in the invariant time r of the
qq breakup vertices has been given in terms of T = (KT)' as [51]

p(r)dr ex r"exp(-fcr)dr, (21)
with its mean value ,

< r >= £±±. (22)
Here the a and b are the fragmentation parameters and the K is the energy density of string. They
have been determined through experimental data, which allows us to find the mean formation time
< T >~1 fm/c. For simplicity, we use this value of < r > as the formation time of all the hadrons
produced from a string. In the Lab frame the formation time of a hadron with mass m and energy
E is then t =< T > E/m.

Except at the point where two hadrons collide, the hadrons are looked upon as classical particles,
moving along straight-line trajectories between two consecutive collisions. Two particles will collide
if their distance approaches d,nin and

(23)
v "

where the atat is the total cross section in fm2.

The collision may be either cl.istic or inelastic. The differential cross section for an clastic collision
as parameterized in [52] is used in LUCIAE. The energy and ;nomentum of the scattered particles
in the inelastic collision can be calculated by simple kinematics [53]. There arc so many inelastic
interaction channels that it is impossible to include all of them in the program. We have to restrain
ourselves to those reactions that arc of interest and importance, i.e. those which lead to an ob-
servable redistribution of tlavor or energy-momentum among the final state particles. The following
reactions are included in LUCIAE.2.0:

l)ir + IT-» ~K+K

2)?r + JV-. A+ir

3)ir + JV-» p+N
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4)JV + JV-. A-t-W

5)* + JV —K + Y

6)x + 7? —K+F

N

B)K

where V=A or S. The results from our Monte-Carlo simulation with the »scattering arc quite
encouraging: The simulation reproduces correct K/ir ratios, which indicates strong rescattering
effects [54]; the production of the neutral strange particles A,A,Kj is also enhanced in the LUCIAE
calculations; we also get quite reasonable results for the production of S~ and E when comparing
with recent NA36 data [55); low Pt particles are found enhanced in the model through the production
of A and f resonances in the rescattering and their subsequent decay.

4 Conclusions and Discussions

Motivated by both the collective features observed in relativistic heavy ion reactions and the as-
sumption that QCD vacuum may have properties similar to a type II superconductor we investigate
in this thesis a few possible models which may work in an intermediate energy density region cor-
responding to the vortex line states of the type II superconductor. In these models we assume that
several strings from a rciativistic heavy ion reaction will form a cluster and then the strings inside
such a cluster will interact in a collective way. We argue that with an increasing energy density the
hadronic phase may not be directly changed into the QGP phase through a phase transition, but
will go through the intermediate state first. Whether the intermediate state can change further into
a QGP state may depend on the nature of the collective effects exhibited in this state.

In the Firecracker model we discuss how gluons may be emitted collectively using the common energy
density of the cluster. The model provides an effective way to produce minijets with fcj. >2GcV/c.
The production of the Firecracker gluons is studied by a Monte Carlo simulation together with the
Fritiof model. The results show that the model enhances both the multiplicity and the transverse
momenta of the produced hadrons. The Cronin effect [56] and the large PT enhancement in high
energy nucleus-nucleus collisions arc well described by this Monte Carlo generator. The production
of the Firecracker gluons also enhances strangeness production through the gluon splitting into as,
and the effect is expected to be more important at the RHIC and LHC energies.
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In this way the possible Firecracker mechanism becomes dominant for hard gluon production in
ultra-relativistic heavy ion collisions. In the high transverse momentum region, say k± >4GeV/c,
the Firecracker gluons in fact "drown" almost all the other gluons from both the bremsstrahlung
and the Rutherford scatterings. We show that the Firecracker gluons can be easily disentangled by
means of a simple fcj. cut in the experimental distributions at RHIC and LHC.

The Firecracker gluons arc produced at a very early stage of a relativistic heavy ion reaction with
a proper time of the order TO as 0.1 fm/c. If, instead of being thermalized, those Firecracker gluons
would rapidly leave the interaction region, they will disperse the energy density obtained in the
initial encounter. Then the energy density of "thermalized" gluons will be only a fraction (about
70%) of the maximum energy density reached during collisions. The situation will make it more
difficult to reach the energy density where the strings in a cluster would "melt up" into an object
of the same character— a QGP state.

When a lot of gluons are produced in a cluster in the early state of the reactions there will be
scatterings between gluons. In the Smokering model we investigate the possibility that a color
singlet, called a smokering, may be formed through the gluon-gluon reinteraction. The scenario for
the gluon-gluon »interactions leading to smokcring formation has also been implemented in the
LUCIAE generator. By requiring that the reinteraction only occurs between two gluons produced
from the same cluster and from an overlapping region of the phase spaces of two strings we find,
taking the life-time of the singlet state into account, that 10%—35% of all produced gluons (hard
Rutherford gluons, SRM bremsstrahlung gluons as well as firecracker gluons) will end up in such
a color singlet state. We have calculated the invariant mass distributions of the singlets and find
that the mean invariant masses of the singlets are about 2-5 GeV in the energy region from the
CERN SpS energies to the RHIC energies. The calculation also shows that most of the smokerings
arc produced in the mid-rapidity region.

The smokering states are assumed to decay as closed strings independently of the remaining strings
and their excitations according to the JETSET routines. The result is an essential increase of the
hadron inclusive multiplicity (and also for the transverse energy) in the mid-rapidity region (closed
strings produce more particles than open ones).

This situation brings up a possible problem related to the well-known Björken estimate of the
energy density obtained in a collision. In collisions at large energies and large -4-values a very large
amount of gluons arc produced hosed on any calculation but in particular according to the LUCIAE
calculations. Those gluons are carrying most of the transverse energy produced. But in cose many of
the produced gluons are "neutralised" according to the smokering formation scenario then although
we find very many particles and large transverse energies at central rapidities we may not consider
that as a measure of the energy density available for the QGP formation because a large amount of
the produced gluonic energy is carried away in a hadronic form. We find that for Pb-f Pb central
collisions at the RHIC energies the energy density of produced partons will be reduced by about
30% if the smokering states are allowed to disperse the energy density by leaving the interacting
region.

We also further investigate a scenario to study the fragmentation of a cluster. This is called a color
rope and corresponds to a generalization of the fragmentation scheme of a single string in the Lund
String Fragmentation Model. By assuming that besides the field energy distributed along a string
there is some interaction field energy between two strings in the same way as there is interaction
energy among two vortex lines we find that the fragmentation of a color rope will exhibit some
collective features. First of all, it tends to produce fewer particles in the center, but a few more fast
ones compared to the fragmentation of independent strings. This is called the " slingshot effect ".
Secondly, it will enhance the production of strangeness and high P? particles, and the K/?r ratio is
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found to increase faster with PT than that in the fragmentation of independent strings.

Our Monte Carlo simulations of the rope fragmentation also show that in all the distributions we
have studied the fragmentation of a rope reproduces the results of the fragmentation of independent
strings when the interacting field vanishes, which indicates that the fragmentation scheme for the
color rope is really a reasonable generalization of that for a single string.

In the final state of fragmentation when a lot ofhadrons are produced it is conceivable that a hadron
will have (re)interaction with other particles on its way out of the interacting region. Making use
of the notion of formation time concept which is inherent in the Lund String Fragmentation Model
and an assumption about the initiation in space-time of the final state particle distributions we
develop a scheme to simulate the rescattering process all the way from the points when hadrons
are formed in space-time to the freeze-out. These hadrons may rescatter among themselvea or with
the spectators depending on the formation times, cross sections and the distance between the two
particles under consideration. We have included the inelastic reactions which we have found to
have noticeable effects in the final state spectra. Strict isospin conservation is guaranteed in this
approach.

The results show that the rescattering effects play an important role. We find that the rapidity
distributions of the final state particles shift a little bit towards the target fragmentation region
due to the rescattering, which implies some particles lose a fraction of their forward longitudinal
momenta through the rescattering. As a result, the rescattering will tend to increase the multiplicity,
and also the transverse energy of a collision in the mid-rapidity. Furthermore it has been shown that
the rescattering enhances the production of low PT hadrons (low FT pions are due to the production
and decay of A and p resonances through the rcscattering and low PT kaons arc produced from the
low energy JTIT rcscatterings).

Finally, we have investigated another interesting aspect of such rescattering effects, strangeness
production. We find that the calculations of the rescattering may describe the K/T ratios observed
in pA and AA collisions. The ratios of the neutral strange particles A, A and K§ over negative
particles are also reproduced by the LUCIAE generator when compared with experimental data,
and it predicts that the ratios are increasing with the centrality of the collisions. This is observed
in experiments. Moreover, we obtain quite reasonable results from LUCIAE for the production of
S" and E when comparing with recent NA35 data for S+Pb collisions at 200AGeV/c. Thus, the
study shows that the rcscattcring effects can explain a lot of data of the strangeness production,
which earlier have been expected to be possible signals for QGP formation.

Coming back to the questions we brought up in 1.6: (1) does it really exist an intermediate state
containing the interacting strings which will exhibit some collective effects in relativistic heavy ion
collisions ? (2) if the intermediate states exist how do they affect our effort of reaching the point
where we expect the formation of the QGP state? We might now be able to answer them in the
following way based on our study of the collective effects in relativistic heavy ion collisions.

In our investigations we have no assumption of the formation of the QGP, and we simply want to see
if some models stemming from conventional physics will help us to understand new features observed
in rclativistic heavy ion reactions. The study shows that the idea that a bunch of interacting strings
can form a cluster like the vortex lines in the type II superconductor and then the cluster exhibits
certain collective behavior is helpful in explaining these experimental data. On the one hand, the
fact implies that the intermediate state may actually exist and it then encourages us to do more
research on the models of this kind. One the other hand, it also warns us that we need to be more
careful before asserting that we have seen a "smoking gun signal" for the QGP state.
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We are also aware that the behaviors of the intermediate state will largely affect the assumption
of the formation of the QGP state in which the strings "melt" up into an extended flux tube.
The collective effects, like Firecracker, Smokering and color rope, are of the same character, they
will all tend to disperse the energy density obtained in the initial encounter of relativistic heavy
ion collisions. This dynamical possibility, i.e. the assumption of a color superconducting vacuum of
type II together with the above-mentioned mechanisms, may actually mean that it will become more
difficult to reach the second phase transition, i.e. to "melt" the vacuum into a quark gluon plasma.
The collective effects we have investigated can be tested already in the CERN SPS experiments and
if they occur they will change the scenario at RHIC very much.

The formation of the QGP, if it does exist, is expected to occur shortly after the relativistic heavy
ion reactions. However, what we observe in the experiments is the final state hadrons after the
freeze-out. It means that many possible signals of the QGP state will be smeared out or blurred
by other non-QGP effects in the evolution process of the colliding system. In order to explain what
is happening on the early stage of a collision from what we can actually see in the experiments it
is important to study, first, how this early stage will affect the final state distributions of particl*:,
and second, to investigate all possible origins of a specific signal. The models studied in this thesis,
together with their Monte Carlo generator, intend to provide one way to do it. The parameters used
in the models have been, to a large extent, fixed either by experimental data or by the requirement
of consistency with e+e" physics and hadron-hadron collisions. It is encouraging that these models
can successfully describe a lot of experimental data in such a consistent way. We may be able to see
the "smoking gun signals" of a QGP through deviations from models of this kind if the data can
not be accounted for within a reasonable margin of flexibility of these models.
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